
H-Bar Pack Manual
T h a n k s  f o r  p u r c h a s i n g  a  J o n e s  H - B a r  P a c k !
This pack is designed to be simple, lightweight, and durable. Please read this manual to make sure you get the 
pack set up correctly for your own safety and enjoyment.

      WARNING
Riding a bicycle can be dangerous. All components, including accessories should be installed and serviced by a 
professional mechanic to ensure your safety. Do not modify your bicycle or accessories and make sure to read all 
warnings and instructions for the various components of your bicycle.

      WARNING
All four (4) main straps must be 
secured around the tubes of the H-Bar 
at all times to ensure your safety. 
Make sure to check that the four (4) 
main straps are secure before each 
ride because they are critical for the 
pack’s stability. Check your H-Bar Pack 
and its attachment straps for damage 
with every ride. If the H-Bar Pack is not 
attached correctly or is damaged it 
can come loose and get caught in your 
wheel causing serious injury.

Compatibility
Your H-Bar Pack is designed to be used with the Jones Loop and Jones Cut H-Bars, and is not compatible with the 
Bend H-Bar. This H-Bar pack is made from durable, lightweight, waterproof material, and should not be used to store 
sharp, heavy objects. It works best for storing lightweight, soft items like gloves or a windbreaker as well as a phone 
or other small items that you would like to have handy. It is possible for water to enter through the small opening at 
the zipper pull on top. A small dry bag is recommended for protecting water sensitive items in wet environments.

Installation
The H-Bar pack comes with four (4) straps installed in the four widest positions on the bag, as shown below. The 
longest two straps (at the rear of the pack) should be secured around the rear crossbar of the H-Bar (the part 
with the largest tubing), and the two shorter straps at the front should be secured around the front loop. The 
H-Bar pack also comes with four (4) extra straps that can be used in addition to the four main straps for extra 
stability, but which are not necessary in most cases.

If you do not understand these instructions, or you have a question that this manual does not cover, consult your 
Jones Bikes dealer. If you have a question or issue that your Jones Bikes dealer can’t handle, contact us at:

Jones Bikes, 1010 Benson Way, Ashland, OR 97520
Phone: (541) 535-2034 Email: jonesbikes@jonesbikes.com
        
                  JonesBikes.com

Zipper Care
To avoid a blown-out zipper, do not over stuff the pack. This can put stress on the zipper, especially when 
closing the pack. If your bag is full, pull the two halves of the zipper together with your hands, then zip it 
closed. Do not use the zipper to pull the bag closed. It’s also a good idea to inspect and clean the zipper with 
warm, soapy water periodically. Lubricate the length of the zipper after washing with a small amount of zipper 
lubricant or silicone to ensure that it keeps running smoothly.

Warranty
The Jones H-Bar pack is warranted against defects in materials and workmanship for a period of one year from 
the date of purchase. Proof of purchase is required for all warranty claims.
This warranty does not cover:
• Damage from abuse, misuse, accidents, improper installation, or anything outside of normal use.
• Damage resulting from modifications to the pack.
• Normal wear and tear.
• Any labor or shipping charges associated with a warranty claim

      WARNING
Maximum weight limit for the H-Bar pack is 3 lb. Overloading the pack can disrupt the handling of the bicycle 
and may lead to product failure, which can result in an accident and injury.


